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Abstract 
 
Since risers have to be operated without being replaced during the design life time after installation, fatigue 

evaluation as well as strength analysis should be performed. The fatigue life of the riser is known to be dominant-
ly influenced by wave loading and vortex induced vibration (VIV) phenomena. The fatigue life evaluation method 
and the behavior characteristics of the riser by the wave have been done a lot. Even though the VIV is an im-
portant source of fatigue damage for SCR, the evaluation method and behavior characteristics by VIV have not 
been studied relatively. Most of the S / W for calculating VIV fatigue are a semi-empirical model based on vari-
ous theoretical models and experiments. For better understanding of VIV response, it is necessary to investigate 
the effect of parameters which affects the analysis result. This paper summarizes the results of parametric study 
performed to enhance the understanding of relationship between each parameter and fatigue analysis result. 
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1. Introduction  

This study was performed to calculate VIV induced fatigue analysis of SCR(Steel Catenary Riser). The origin of 

the VIV phenomenon is the separation of water particles. When fluid flows over the SCR, current will lead to 

separate flow and vortex shedding due to interaction between viscous flow and structure. At very low Reynolds 

number (Re) streamlines of flow is perfectly symmetric. However as the Re is increased the flow becomes 

asymmetric and the so-called Kármán Vortex Street. It is a repeating pattern of swirling vortices caused by the 

unsteady separation of flow around body. Because of the periodic shedding of the vortices, a force perpendicular 

to the flow direction is exerted on the cylinder. When the vortex shedding frequency and the natural frequency of 

SCR coincide, the structure starts to experience small oscillation. This phenomenon is called vortex-induced 

vibration (VIV). The case of uniform flow, the vortex-induced vibration is well understood and the response can 

be predicted accurately. However, this is not the case when the flow is not uniform but sheared, as is the case of 

most real current. The vortex-induced vibration of riser system in the sheared flow is more complicated than that 

in a uniform flow. In general, more than one structural mode participates in the vibration if the flow is sheared. 

Even though VIV contribute significantly to fatigue damage of riser system, important uncertainties are still 

present when it comes to methods for calculation of damage in the sheared current. The uncertainties are associ-

ated with fundamental understanding of VIV phenomenon such as varying current velocity along the span of  
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 Table 1. Main Particulars of SLWR 

 
Value Unit 

Outside Diameter (OD) 0.3556 m 

Thickness (t) 0.0175 m 

Inner Diameter (ID) 0.3206 m  

Water Depth 1500 m 

Departure angle 14 degree 

Suspended Length 1920 m 

Ground Length 500 m 

Overall Length 2420 m 

Grade API5L-X65   

Young's modulus ( E ) 207 Gpa 

Density (ρsteel) 7850 kg/m3 

Poisson (υ) 0.3 m 

 

riser, the strongly non-linear nature of the viscous hydrodynamic forces associated with vortex shedding and 

their interaction with structural response. To predict reliable VIV response and calculate fatigue damage of riser 

system, SHEAR7 have been developed through investigation of various theoretical formulations and a series of 

experiments have been conducted to investigate VIV response. For better understanding of VIV response, a se-

ries of sensitivity studies was conducted. It is necessary to investigate the effect of the parameters which affects 

the analysis result. Modal analysis was performed using OrcaFlex, and VIV response and fatigue were calculated 

using SHEAR7. SHEAR7 is one of the most commonly used S/W for calculating the VIV response. To predict 

reliable VIV response and calculate fatigue damage of SCR, SHEAR7 have been developed through investiga-

tion of various theoretical formulations and a series of experiments have been conducted to investigate VIV re-

sponse.  

 

 

Fig. 1 SLWR Model 

 

 

Fig. 2 Buoyancy Module Model 
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 Table 2 Mesh Sensitivity Study Results 

 

Segment Length 

[m] 

Number of segment 

per one buoyancy 

Max. Bending  

moment 

1 5 1 30.357 

2 2.5 2 31.271 

3 1.5 3 31.361 

4 1.25 4 31.357 

5 1 5 31.390 

6 0.5 10 31.433 

 

2. Analysis Model & Modal Analysis 

2.1 Analysis Model 

SCR installed in the deep-water can have high tension. In such a case, it is possible to prevent overly high ten-

sile forces by using buoyancy modules. Depending on how buoyancy modules are applied, various type of riser 

shape can be created. And the name of riser system is defined by shape. Among them, the SCR having the shape 

shown in the following Fig.1 is usually defined as SLWR (Steel Lazy Wave Riser). The buoyancy module to be 

used for this study is shown in Fig.2. And Table.1 shows the main particulars of SLWR. 

2.2 Modal Analysis 

The modal analysis results such as natural frequencies, mode shape and mode slope are essentially calculated to 

conduct VIV fatigue analysis. SHEAR 7 can perform modal analysis, however only for an exactly straight verti-

cal riser. SHEAR7 also recommend using separate program to perform modal analysis of most offshore structure 

and import the analysis results into SHEAR 7 for VIV analysis. To determine the equilibrium configuration of 

the SCR under self-weight, buoyancy, hydrodynamic drag, etc., OrcaFlex developed by Orcina was used for 

modal analysis. Calculated equilibrium position is starting point of modal analysis. Additionally, OrcaFlex mod-

el can be used for wave induced fatigue analysis at the same time. Since the calculation is performed on the same 

node and segments, a consistent analysis result can be obtain.  

3. Sensitivity Study 

3.1 Mesh sensitivity 

 

 
Fig. 3 Maximum Bending Moment of Each Mesh Size in Static State 
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For VIV fatigue calculations, the line segment length should be investigated for the convergence of the modal 

analysis performed. In particular, very careful attention should be paid to the relatively small line type, such as 

the buoyancy installed in the SLWR. The appropriate mesh size is determined in the range where the maximum 

bending moment converges as shown in Table 2 and Fig.3. 

As shown in the figure above, the section where the maximum bending moment converges can be found, and 

this case is determined to be 1.5 m. Therefore, such an investigation should be done for each riser model before 

performing the VIV calculations 

3.2 Bandwidth 

Bandwidth determines the lock-in frequency range for the current acting on the structure. VIV occurs through 

the relation between the vortex shedding frequency and natural frequency. Vortex shedding frequency is defined 

by Strouhal number, velocity of sheared current and outer diameter of the riser. The concept of reduced velocity 

(VR) is used to express the natural frequency of structure in the same way of vortex shedding frequency. The 

reduced velocity is defined as Eq. (1). 

 

 R

s

U
V

Dw
=  (1) 

 

Where, ω s is natural frequency of SLWR and U is the sheared current speed. The point where the vortex 

shedding frequency and the natural frequency of the structure exactly coincide is called the critical lock-in re-

duced velocity and it is expressed as the reciprocal of the Strouhal number such as in Eq. (2). 
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Due to the uncertainties caused by the Strouhal number, natural frequency of the structure and the nonlinear 

behavior between the structure and the fluid especially added mass and mass ratio, VIV phenomenon occurs in 

the region other than VR,Crit. It is considered by using the reduced velocity bandwidth (dVR). The case of sheared 

current has different reduced velocities depending on the depth because the velocity varies with depth. Power is 

input to the riser and VIV is generated in the critical lock-in reduced velocity region where the reduced velocity 

bandwidth is considered. The power-in region (Lr) range with the reduced velocity bandwidth is defined as Eqs. 

(3) and (4).  

 

 ,max , (1 )
2

R
R R Crit

dV
V V= +  (3) 

 

 ,min , (1 )
2

R
R R Crit

dV
V V= -  (4) 

 

In the SLWR, the region excluding the power-in region is defined as the power-out region, and the power is 

released by hydrodynamic and structural damping. This relation is shown in Fig. 4. All structure has multiple 

natural frequencies, and each mode has a separate power-in region.  The method of defining the power-in re-

gion by each mode is shown in Fig. 5. Adjustment of the reduced velocity bandwidth implies adjustment of the 

power-in region. In this paper, the reduced velocity bandwidth was defined as one of the items of a parametric 

study. 
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Table 3 Sensitivity study results (Bandwidth) 

Bandwidth 

Max. Fatigue  

Damage Rate 

[1/yr] 

Fatigue 

Life  

[yrs] 

Lowest  

Excited  

Mode Number 

Highest  

Excited  

Mode Number 

Max. 

Modal 

Power 

Most 

Powerful 

Mode 

No. of 

Modes 

Active 

0.4 8.04E+00 0.124 54 75 4.68E+03 65 22 

0.5 8.99E+00 0.111 53 77 5.41E+03 65 25 

0.7 9.95E+00 0.100 49 82 6.89E+03 65 34 

 

   

 Fig. 4 Determination of Power-In Region (Lr) Fig. 5 Division of the Power-In Region by Each Mode 

 

If high bandwidth is defined, it means that VIV occurs in a larger number of modes. Therefore, it is common 

for high bandwidth to cause high fatigue damageShear7 program manual recommends 0.4, and Orcaflex adopts 

0.5 as default. On the other hand, operators within industry sometimes require an analyst to apply 0.7. DNV E-

curve with cathodic protection was applied to calculate the fatigue damage of outer pipe locations. Current was 

considered one of GOM current profile with the heading 90deg. The following Fig. 6 and Table 3 show the fa-

tigue damage results according to x / L when bandwidth is applied differently.  

From VIV fatigue results for bandwidth, it can be seen that as the bandwidth increases, VIV fatigue damage 

increases over the entire line. As the bandwidth increases, the power-in region becomes wider and input power 

increases. It can be seen that increased input power causes larger fatigue damage. And, the range of excited 

modes that affect VIV fatigue increases as bandwidth increases. The most powerful mode remains the same. 

3.3 Strouhal Number (St) 

In the case of low Re flow, the stream lines around the riser are symmetrical and only drag is present. However, 

when Re increases, asymmetric flow occurs and a load is generated. The flow shed due to these loads from the 

riser and inducing a periodic vortex. In order to show the relationship between the frequency and the flow veloci-

ty of the vortex shedding, a variable called the Strouhal number (St) is used and the value is determined through 

experiments. St also can call dimensionless frequency. The experiment is performed according to the change of 

Re and the following results are obtained. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Sensitivity study results (Bandwidth) 
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Table 4 Sensitivity study results (Strouhal Number) 

Strouhal  

Number 

Max. Fatigue  

Damage Rate 

[1/yr] 

Fatigue 

Life  

[yrs] 

Lowest  

Excited  

Mode Number 

Highest  

Excited  

Mode Number 

Max. 

Modal 

Power 

Most 

Powerful 

Mode 

No. of 

Modes 

Active 

0.14 1.87E+00 0.535 44 64 5.59E+03 54 20 

0.18 8.99E+00 0.111 53 77 5.41E+03 65 24 

0.2 1.12E+01 0.089 58 84 5.14E+03 70 26 

 

 

Fig. 7 Strouhal Number vs Reynolds Number 

 

The St is used to determine the vortex shedding frequency on a stationary cylinder. And it is a dimensionless 

number describing oscillating flow mechanisms. The higher St is equal to higher shedding frequency. According 

to 1 D.O.F VIV experiment, it is recommended to apply 0.18 to St. It is also possible to use 0.14 based on a 2 

DOF experiment. On the other hand, the industry is mainly applying 0.2. The following figure shows the fatigue 

damage results according to x / L when St is applied differently. Higher St means higher shedding frequency, 

which means more vortex shedding is occurred during the same period. Frequent vortex shedding means that the 

number of excitations increases. From sensitivity studies of St, higher St values indicate higher fatigue damage 

over the entire line. It produces similar maximum input power but has different fatigue damage because the fre-

quency of the excitation varies. And from the equation (2), (3) and (4) the range of excited mode that affects 

VIV fatigue increases as St number increases. Fig.8 and Table 4 show the sensitivity results with St. 

3.4 Reynolds Number Dependent Damping 

The hydrodynamic damping constant is defined by the experiment. In the SHEAR7, the hydro damping con-

stant in the power-in region lower than critical lock-in reduced velocity is defined by the following Eq. (5). 

 

 
Fig. 8 Sensitivity study results (Strouhal Number) 
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Table 5 Sensitivity study results (Re Dependent Damping) 

Damping 

Max. Fatigue  

Damage Rate 

[1/yr] 

Fatigue 

Life  

[yrs] 

Lowest  

Excited  

Mode Number 

Highest  

Excited  

Mode Number 

Max. 

Modal 

Power 

Most 

Powerful 

Mode 

No. of 

Modes 

Active 

0.1/0.09/0.1 1.01E+01 0.099 53 77 8.37E+03 65 24 

0.2/0.018/0.2 8.99E+00 0.111 53 77 5.41E+03 65 24 

0.4/0.36/0.4 3.26E+00 0.306 53 77 3.20E+03 65 24 

 

 ( )h sw rlr z r C DVr= +  (5) 

 

Where, rsw is the still water contribution, Crl is an empirical coefficient. The still water contribution is defined by 

Eq. (6). 
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Where, Csw is the still water damping coefficient. According to the Eq. (6), hydrodynamic damping at the low 

reduced velocity range is determined as a function of A/D. The hydro damping constant in the power-in region 

higher than critical lock-in reduced velocity is defined by the following Eq. (7). 

 

 ( )
2

rh
h

C V
R s

r

w
=  (7) 

 

Where, Crh is another empirical coefficient for high reduced velocity range. In the SHEAR7, the hydrodynamic 

damping is determined by Crl. Csw and Crh. SHEAR7 provides the reference value of the coefficients. To investi-

gate the effect of hydrodynamic damping constant fatigue load induced by VIV, the sensitivity study cases were 

constructed. Since Re is defined as a function of speed, the above damping can be called Re dependent damping. 

The damping coefficient, which depends on the Reynolds number, is defined as follows. The recommended 

value in SHEAR7 is 2nd case. The following figure shows the fatigue damage results according to x / L when 

damping coefficient is applied differently. 

 
· 1st : lower damping on entire line - Still/Low/High: 0.1/0.09/0.1 

· 2nd : Basic damping on entire line - Still/Low/High: 0.2 /0.18/ 0.2 

· 3rd : Higher damping on entire line - Still/Low/High: 0.4 /0.36 /0.4 

 

 
Fig. 9 Sensitivity study results (Re Dependent Damping) 
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Fig. 10 Sensitivity study results (with Suppression Device Location) 

 

As a result of the VIV fatigue damage according to x / L for damping, the fatigue damage is similar for surface 

current region, which is mainly power-in region for VIV. However, fatigue damage at deeper water depth be-

comes rapidly decrease according to the damping values as it moves away from the power in area. The excited 

mode associated with VIV is identical. However, we can confirm that the max input power decreases with in-

creasing damping constant In order to investigate the effect of VIV suppression location. We conducted a sensi-

tivity study for the following cases. The study cases are as follows. 

· 4th : only higher damping for bottom bare riser - Still/Low/High: 0.4 /0.5/ 0.4 

· 5th : only higher damping for top bare riser - Still/Low/High: 0.4 /0.5 /0.4 

As a result of the VIV fatigue damage, the case of suppression device installed at top position has less fatigue 

damage. This is because the high damping value directly acts in the power-in region. 

3. Conclusions 

In this paper, one of the most widely used VIV response calculation S/W SHEAR7 was used for VIV fatigue 

analysis, and OrcaFlex well-known for line dynamics program was used for modal analysis. Series of sensitivity 

studies were conducted for better understanding of VIV response. It is necessary to investigate the effect of the 

parameters which affects the analysis result. The results of the parametric studies are summarized as follow;  
· Mesh sensitivity: For the riser type with large curvature, the segment length should be investigated for 

the line configuration and the convergence of the modal analysis. In this study, the mesh size was de-

termined based on the convergence of maximum bending moment.  

· Bandwidth: It can be used for define power-in region for each mode. The case of higher bandwidth, 

relatively conservative result is calculated. Because more fatigue loads are transferred to expanded 

power-in region, and the range of excited modes that affect VIV fatigue increases.  

· Strouhal number (St): It can be used for define vortex shedding frequency. Higher St means higher 

shedding frequency, which means more vortex shedding frequency is occurred during the same period. 

Also, higher mode could be defined as critical reduced velocity and excited mode range is expanded. 

For this reason, more fatigue damage could be calculated due to number of cycle.  

· Re dependent damping: Output power is defined by function of Re dependent damping. Higher 

damping value produce large output power, it means reduced fatigue loads are applied. The case of 

damping devices installed at power-in region has less fatigue damage compare with installed other re-

gion. This is because the high damping value directly acts in the power-in region. 
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